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"We ...will be doing our work more effectively. We will be working as a team ... And we will deliver."

"... to be in charge of a number of well-defined priority projects, ...and of steering and coordinating project teams, ... to successfully complete the projects assigned."

"... to overcome silo-mentalities and introduce a new collaborative way of working in areas where Europe can really make a difference."

"... to be able to deliver quickly and effectively."

"... to organise the new Commission around project teams."
The EC Projects Landscape

• The EU spends over € 959 988 million (2014-2020).

• The EU budget is divided into more than 80 funds and programmes (European Structural and Investments Funds (ESIF) representing 33% of the total budget).

• Around 6% of the budget goes to the administration of the European institutions (€ 57 599 M) whereas around 94% is allocated to various European programmes (€ 902 389 M).

• There are more than 100 authorities managing EU funds. 20% of these are managed directly by the European Commission (€ 180 478 M). The remaining 80% are managed by other authorities.
The EU Institutions Landscape

- 17 EU Institutions and Bodies
- 45 Agencies

30,000+ employees at the European Commission alone!
Starting a Project means clarifying...

- Who is responsible for what -> roles and responsibilities
- How do we steer it -> project governance
- How do we monitor it -> reporting
- How do we call its elements -> common vocabulary
"One common PM Methodology open to all EU Institutions, Member States, Contractors, and EU Citizens."
PM² benefits

- Rationalises all project management approaches within the EC
- Suits specific project needs and environment
- Establishes a common vocabulary between project participants
- Provides a standard project governance structure
- Offers central support and full documentation
- Proposes a well-structured training path.
PM² Overview
The House of PM²
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**PM² Responsibilities: RASCI**
The PM² Programme in Numbers

- 10 publications & 6 Wikis
- 19 courses
- ~400 Training days (per year)
- ~1000 PM² Consulting days (per year)
- 2000+ staff trained (per year)
- ~1000 Certified

- 20% - increase in participants year on year
- 89% - average satisfaction of participants
- Trainings are fully booked 5-6 months in advance
A pipeline of interest!

- >100 expressions of interest
- 50% are public institutions within Member States
- 10% from private sector
- 12% from professional organisations
- 23% outside EU
- ~10% are already actively using PM²
- >2/3 have no official methodology in place
The PM² Mindsets
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PM² Mindset - Build a Winning Culture!
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Vielen Dank!
Appendix
Open PM² Online Resources


https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/opm2
The PM² Publications & Resources

PM² Templates
PM² Tools & Techniques
RM Tools & Techniques
PM² Study Case

PM² Guide
Agile Tools & Techniques
PM² PPM Tools & Techniques

Agile PM² Guide
PPM Guide

PPM Wiki
Intranet
Wikis

Tools Wiki
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OpenPM² State of play: Translations

• Core documents translated by EC and published on free to use basis.
• Picked up by open community to improve and repost.
• 25 languages available, more to come (Ukrainian, Arabic...)

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/ fpfis/wikis/display/openPM2/